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 Name
 Institution/Role
 Does your institution have a formal disaster plan?
 Have you ever been involved in responding to a disaster, large or small?
http://www.statearchivists.org/prepare/framework/prep.htm
Contact Information:
 First Responders
 Institutional Leadership
 Collection Managers
 Disaster Team
 Facilities Managers
 Insurance Provider
 Emergency Response Vendors
 Regional Preservation Support
Disaster Team
 Team Leader
 Recovery Specialist
 Photographer/Recorder
 PR Liaison
 Logistics and Facilities Coordinator
 Collections Representative
 Pack-Out/Relocation Supervisor(s)
 Systems Recovery Specialist
 Volunteers
1. Define the disaster
2. Notify authorities and first 
responders
3. Ensure safety of staff and visitors
4. Notify insurance provider
5. Activate Disaster Team
6. Establish “Command Center”
7. Assess and document damage 
(ongoing)
8. Determine best course of action
9. Verify financial resources
10. Contact service provider(s)
11. Establish recovery location(s)
12. Brief volunteers (ongoing)
13. Arrange transportation of materials
14. Begin salvage
CoSA Pocket Plan
Heritage Preservation 
 Salvage Wheel
 ERS Mobile App
 Who shuts down operations, if necessary? What services will halt?
 Who speaks to the public? What are they allowed to say? Who will keep them in the 
loop throughout salvage operations? How?
 Do you have a phone tree? How has it been distributed? Who initiates it?
 Who has the camera? Who will take the photos (for insurance purposes)?
 How will you contact and rally volunteers? Do you have waiver forms accessible? 
What are the liability issues?
 What other logistical concerns might be particular to your institution?


Three criteria:
 Collection priorities
 Sensitivity of materials
 Severity of damage
 Collections that most directly support the institution’s mission
 Items on loan to the institution
 Collections needed for continuity of operations—vital records, administrative 
records, reference collections, information not available electronically
 Unique or difficult-to-replace collections or items
 Collections or items with intrinsic value
 Monetarily valuable items
 Research collections
 Other criteria?
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Sensitivity of materials
 Fragility—damage due to shock or 
crushing
 Heat—melting, expansion, scorching, 
soot
 Water—solubility, deformation, 
oxidation, discoloration, mud
 Humidity—mold, solubility, oxidation, 
distortion, flaking
 Fluctuations in environment—
distortions, physical stresses
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 Time based sensitivity
few hours--half day--one day--days/weeks
 Chances of recovering with immediate response
minor aesthetic/physical damage--stable needs migration--
loss of intellectual content or functionality
 Type of damage
sooty/dirty--physical damage--wet--moldy/charred/crushed/flaking
 Extent of damage
dirty & dry--damp & muddy--soaked & caked in mud
dented--warped & failing--in pieces
Value & Sensitivity vs. Extent of Damage
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Other variables that will 
influence salvage triage:
 How much time has passed?
 How much help do you have?
 What’s the recovery rate of 
materials that are affected?
 What salvage resources and 
expertise are available?
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